CONVENIENCE
The tester incorporates a number of features that improve convenience during testing, including reverse polarity protection, extra-long cable leads reaching 10' and a rugged case for safe, secure storage.

VERSATILE
6 and 12 Volt battery testing, 1.5-30V operating range and 12 and 24 Volt system testing.

INTEGRATED PRINTER
The tester’s integrated printer provides easy service documentation. The printing sequence is clear and quick, with a completed printout in just seconds. (Model BA327 only)

BACKLIT SCREEN
Fully adjustable, brightly backlit screen with 4 line display for clear viewing in bright or low light environments.

USER FRIENDLY
Large buttons make the tester easy to operate, even with gloves on. A protective rubber boot reduces the potential for damage from contact with vehicle components or in a toolbox.

DIGITAL BATTERY TESTERS

ADROIT-PRO BA44
6/12V Digital Battery and System Tester
The ADROIT-PRO (BA44) Digital Battery and System Tester for 6 and 12 Volt batteries is ideal for busy service garages, vehicle dealerships, fleet service operations and quick lube locations. Features an operating range of 40-2000 CCA while providing comprehensive service for 6 and 12 Volt batteries and 12 Volt systems. It provides quick assessment and intuitive operation in an ergonomic design, with features that make testing easy, fast and effective.
TECH TIP:
When performing a battery test, connect directly to the battery terminals whenever possible to ensure the most accurate reading. Connecting to battery hardware can result in a poor connection, which can affect your result.

**BA1**
6/12V Digital Voltmeter
Featuring an operating range of 4.5-19.99V, it provides fast, accurate voltage readings for 6 and 12 Volt batteries and utilizes a bright LED display.

**BA5**
12V Digital Battery Tester
Features an operating range of 7-15V and the capacity to test batteries rated between 100-1200 CCA. It offers quick assessment, providing both a numerical result and a pass/fail LED result. Compatible with a wide range of battery types.

**BA7**
12V Digital Battery and System Tester
Features an operating range of 7-15V and the capacity to test batteries rated between 100-1200 CCA. It adds the convenience of starting and charging system testing and offers quick assessment, providing both a numerical result and a pass/fail LED result. It is compatible with a wide range of battery types.

**BA327**
Digital Battery and System Tester with Integrated Printer
The BA327 offers a complete testing solution for 6 and 12 Volt batteries and 12 and 24 Volt charging systems. Features an operating range of 40-2000 CCA. Compatible with a wide variety of battery types, it features easy, intuitive operation with quick, accurate assessment of battery condition and starting and charging performance.

**Graphical Feedback**

**Replaceable Leads**

**Ergonomic Design**

---

**SOLAR TEST REPORT**

**STARTER TEST**
CRANKING VOLTS
10.95V NORMAL

**CHARGING TEST**
NO LOAD:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOAD OFF: 14.48V
LOAD ON: 14.42V
DIODE RIPPLE
RIPPLE DETECTED 0.17V NORMAL

TEST DATE:
02/13/2012 19:08:26